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MUSTACHE CONTEST ON CAMPUS
In celebration of the ability to grow facial hair, men
and women alike are invited to the first annual mustache
competition!'

In the courtyard at noon on the first of April students and
faculty are encouraged to accent their favorite outfit with
a 'stach they deem worthy of an award. The best 'stach of
the day will receive the honOrable Campus Master 'Stach
award.
Any person arriving late must say the seCret passcode

to get approval for late entry. Ask for the competition
organizer, Chester McChesterson,
and approach him
asking, "Excuse me, I mus-tasch you a question." late entry
will be permitted only to those who ask this question.
Those unable to enter the competition with a homegrown
'stach, have no fear. Penciled 'staches will have an
opportunity to win the coveted Handcrafted Handlebar
award, presented by none other than Hulk Hogan himself.
All 'staches are welcome, small, large, thin, patchy--all

mustaches are not created equal and that is the beauty of
the competition. The lucky winners may happen to have
the best Tom Selleck-ish 'stash or the winner could channel
a Bieber-ish 'stache.
Let

the

'staches take over.
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FASHION SHOW
Unable to make ends meet working
at The
Commuter, staff members took on a side job this last week
as fashion models for the latest campus attire. Fortunately,
they tossed aside the tin foil hats, cameras, sarcastic wit,

and journalistic seriousness for some fun in the sun!
"First up we have Denzel showing off his suave (notice
the great hair) and charm in a pair of levis, a long sleeve
grey thermal shirt with a pair of comfortable, black leather
outdoor slip ons. Ready for anything academic!"
"Next we have Jarred rocking the faded jeans, white and
blue nikes and a green sweatshirt hoodie (we will forgive
him the UOiness of it). With attitude and spirit he is ready

to channel his inner Rocky!"
"Up next is Yuling showing off her strength and humor in
a Mutant Ninja Turtles T-Shirt, a pair of comfortable black
jeans, and a pair of white tennies. Don't let the shy, coy
look fool you, her inner wild child battles her intelligent

studious persona, even studying physics on an airplane! Oh
my!"
·"Next we have the personification of fashion on campus!
Lex rocks the large, white shades, a dark striped vest that
contrasts nicely with his striped dress shirt, his tan belt
accents his jeans which are complimented by his white slip
on shoes. Never late to class, he "rocks a-classic time piece,
tan bag and Earth20 water! Nothing dances past him."
"Finally, we have Dale, who camouflages so nicely into
his surrounding that not even the aliens will find him.
Dale relaxes for a brief moment (not really, he is always
scanning the area) showing off camo pants, classic hooded
sweatshirt, baseball hat (yes it does hide his tin foil hat, shh),
dark tennis shoes and a radio to get the incoming alerts. If
there is anyone student to follow during a zombie attack,
Dale's the man!"

STORY BY BETH MOTTNER
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PERHAPSGREEN -MEN AREN'T GREEN AT~---ALL
Shelia Jackson Lee, Nancy Pelosi, Ted
They have been watching us
Cruz and maybe even Sarah Palin
for several millennia with deep interest
are aliens in disguises. Palin has been.
and curiosity. Probably the first question
compared
to the green skinned sex pot
they would ask would be. "What in the
on
the
Star
Trek
series. These can be seen
hell are they doing?" The "aliens" would
on
cracked.com.
How do we go about
be sitting in their chairs have a glass of
our lives without knowing about these
Romulan ale and, Look, Squirrel!!. ..and
aliens in power? It's simple, chem trails.
that, my friends, is the meaning of life.
Chern trails are chemical or biological
I'm sure that the alien TV networks are
agents deliberately sprayed in the sky
sitting in their board room wondering
by commericial jet airliners for purposes
what they can do to make their favorite
undisclosed
to the general
public
entertainer,
earthlings,
even
more
and
directed
by
various
government
entertaining.
officials
according
to wikipedia.org/
One young alien executive would
wiki/Chemtrail.
These trails are known
raise.one of his many slimy tentacles as
to spray out chemicals that can change
proclaim that he had an idea that would
weather, mind control humans and, if mixed properly with
make viewing the funny, puny, little earthlings a lot more
oxygen, UV rays, certain levels of ozone and heat from the
fun. The thought was for the alien race to send a small
atmosphere, can create a cloaking device of sorts for the
population to earth and infiltrate them while putting the
alien
mother ship.
earthlings through certain tests and experiments that would
As
hard as it may seem to believe, this goes all the
ensure. insults, and violating treatment.
H.G. Wells had the right idea, but not all aliens want to .wav to the top, (or bottom) of the line. It has been noted
that Big Foot, or Sasquatch as some call it, is in close
hurt us. The aliens also figured out that by putting certain
communications
with the visitors in Washington DC. The
alien life forms in positions of power on Earth not many
legendary creature has been seen all over the world and
humans would mind, after all, aliens have rights too .. .Oh
even has different color of fur/hair. This is how crop circles
my God, not the probe!. .. and that, my friends, is how we
are done. After all, if you're going to pass messages to your
can cure cancer. According to theonion.corn, Aliens want
fellow visitors about how to take over the planet, or just for
to help the Syrians. Why? Probably because the outworlders
_ a good laugh, you need to be secret about it. This theory
want to see how humans handle such a crisis.
was recently featured on an episode of H2's TV show
Many believe that politicians and leaders like George
Ancient Aliens.
Bush, Barack Obarna, Michelle Obarna, Hillary Clinton,

Tal.o

With all the strange things that have been going on
in Washington DC and the world, one must take into
consideration ,that aliens could, in fact, be active in some
of the highest positions in the world. Can we explain the
Bermuda Triangle? I'm sure someone can, but I highly
doubt they would be from this planet.
In 1952 The United States Air Force started Project
Blue Book. I'm pretty sure it was a huge alien coverup.
The project had two goals, to determine if UFOs were a
threat to national security, and to scientifically analyze
UFO related data. Ahhhh! There's that squirrel again!. .. and
as I was saying about the price of tea in China ... Project
Blue Book had collected 12,618 UFO reports and most of
the reports were labeled, according to the Air Force, as
misidentifications
of natural phenomena or conventional
aircraft. There were a percentage of reports, however, that
could not be explained'. Even after the unexplained reports
. the Air Force closed down the Project in December of 1969
and considered that all the reports were not "anomalous",
or strange and bizarre, according to en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
ProjecCBlue_Book.
Why would the United States military
lie about the alien space craft? So their cover would not be
blown, of course.
Whether or not you believe in these kinds of stories, you
have to admit, there is an element of truth to everything. A
lot of bad things are happening on this planet, and with all
the things going on is it too hard to believe that the seats .
of power on this planet have all been taken over by aliens
because they just want a good laugh, or worse?

STORY BY DALE HUMMEL
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LEGGINGS PROHIBITED ON CA'MPUS
Fashion attire among college students has always
either been professional or casual. Due to the diversity on
a community college, the clothing choices among students
and staff have a very fine line between what is appropriate
and what is unacceptable. As many people knQWe.the most
comfortable attire for women these days is leggings and

wearing yoga pants as casual wear rather than just wearing
them as workout clothes," said Nami Berweedo. '~I really
like them and they real do make womens butts look good.

yoga pants. However, there is such a thing as moderation

men from their everyday lives. Women walking around

when it comes to wearing them. On campus the moderation
has gone over the top and it is going to be dealt with.
•
Yoga pants and leggings, while are used for two different
purpose, they usually have the same fitting form around the
body. They hug the thighs, slim the legs and create a certain
curve where people think it counts. Women have come
to find these facts out and more and more have turned to
wearing them.

in yoga pants and leggings as casual wear rather than just
athletic wear takes the shapes you find in the gym and
put them in public domain. Men find yoga pants to be
captivating and can't think clearly when around them.
At LBCC the epidemic of women in skin tight synthetic

"I don't see why people

make such- a big deal about

It's a fact."
So the main question that comes up about this is, what
is the problem with yoga pants and leggings? They distract

"We have noticed that men' have been paying more
attention to women when they walk around in these
clothings more than any other time," said Lotta Booscheet,
an LBCC administer.
"And at first we noticed a slight decline toward males
who were part of the athletic department but recently since
women have extended wearing yoga pants outside the gym

and into the classroom grades of men allover campus have
declined," said Booscheet.
So the college campus faculty and staffed have issued
a restraint on women wearing yoga pants and leggings on

campus.

polymer is causing men and their academic success
to plummet. This has caught the attention of -the -LBCC
representatives and faculty. The decision has been made to
prohibit the wearing of yoga pants and leggings on campus.

STORY BY LEX PORTER
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.... Explore career opportunities w~h some
.",.. 01the region's top employers
.... Learn about LBCe programs & training
.",.. opportunities
..

Visit with agencies that provide services
to job seekers

For more details contact:

541-917-4780

ttM-1i~h
COMMUNITY

COLLEGE

www.linnbenton.edu/career-fair
Persons having questons about or requests for special needs and acconuuodanors should contact the Disability
Coordinator at Linn-Benton Community College, RCH-lOS, 6S00 Pacific Blvd. SW, AJbany, OR 97321. Phone
')41-917-4690 or via Oregon 'lclecommuncanons Relay ·111)at J -8(K)-7:i5-::'x;oo or 1--800-7.15-1232. Contact
should be made 72 !lOlli'S or more il1l).dv:lllce of the event. LBCC is lIn eqU:JJ OPporttulityemployer & educator.
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WILLAMETTE
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SHENANIGANS
• Saturday night, at a grocery store downtown Albany, police were called
to tend to a disturbance in the cereal aisle. A man was allegedly in search
of the gold at the end of the rainbow and was hastily opening all'boxes
of lUcky Charms. His anger' escalated when not only did his search for
gold come up empty but he discovered there were no charms, only
marshmallows in the cereal.
,

• A I,.ebanon woman was arrested on Friday for indecent exposure. She
was iJIilprehended by offkers when she went to the movie theatre dressed
in a fishnet bodysuit sans undergarments. Her reason for the fashion
.. fopaux was simply that she is a hardcore lady Gaga fan and was inspired.
• A protest got out of control Tuesday when Philomath police responded
to calls from upset locals regarding a hunter's claim of capturing Big Foot.
The man claiming to have a male Big Foot in captivity is a scientist whom
allegedly is extracting sperm to freeze in hopes of capturing a female Big
Foot, locals were outraged by his plan of creating the first-ever Big Foot
farm~
.
• A woman was arrested on Sunday night after a series of drive-by stilettoing incidents were reported by bikers in the Corvallis area. Claims came
into the police department of a crazed woman with a stiletto whom was
"poking" bikers as she drove by. No one was seriously injured, except the
woman's feelings when according to police reports a biker made fun of her
stilettos earlier in the day causing her to lash out at unsuspecting bikers in
retaliation.
• Sweet Home police responded ·to a call on Saturday night from
McDonald's employees who reported a naked man on a bicycle in the
drive-thru ordering McNuggets.
• Highway Patrol responded to claims a truck on 1-5 was causing issues
with visibility. The truck was loaded with a chicken coop, chickens included,
The truck moving at high speeds-was creating a mass of feathers blowing
out of the coop, all over the highway, hindering the line of site for drivers.

WERE YOU
A STUDENT IN
THE LAST
FOUR YEARS?

YOU COULD BE
ELIGIBLE FOR
A REFUND.
FREE 1098T REVIEW
Visit an H&R Block office today to see if you or your parents Qualify for the
American Opportunity

Credit. Bring your 1098T form to review and see if

we can find you money.
• You must have paid college tuition and other Qualified expenses.
• This credit is only available for the first four years of
post-secondary

education.

• Credit is available to students

or parents.

This could turn into $1,000 in your pocket.'

TAX PREPARATION FOR NEW CLIENTS'
CouporiCode:91261

Expires April 15, 2014

Locally Owned and Operated, Albany, lebanon a Corvallis

HRBLOCK.COM

'The $1,000 refund potential is calculated
based on the maximum
credit amount 01 $2,500. Up to $1.000 of this credit is
refundable, meaning this amount could be paid to taxpayers even if it exceeds your tax liability for the year. Students under age
24 generally do not qualify for the retunceble'portfon
altha credit. '~\2014 HRB Tax Group, Inc.

